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THE VIEW OF THE BIBLE
HELD BY THE CHURCH:
THE EARLY CHURCH THROUGH
LUTHER

Robert D. Preus

Robert D. Preus is president of Concordia Theological Seminary, Ft.
Wayne, Indiana. He is a graduate of Luther College (B.A.), Bethany
Lutheran Seminary (B.D.), Edinburgh University (Ph.D.), and Strasbourg University, France (D. en-Theol.). He has served as pastor of
, several Lutheran churches and held the position of professor at Concordia
Seminary, St. Louis, for seventeen years before assuming the position of
president at the seminary in Ft. Wayne. His writings include The Inspiration of Scripture; The Theology of Post-Reformation Lutheranism (two volumes); Getting into the Theology of Concord
and other books; and articles in Concordia Theological Monthly, The
Lutheran Witness, Lutheran Layman, Scottish Journal of Theology, Affirm, and many other periodicals. Dr. Preus is a member of the
Society for Reformation Research, Concordia Historical Institute, Medieval
Society of America, Archaeological Society, and the Council of ICBI.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The doctrine of verbal inspiration and the inerrancy and divine authority of Scripture has been the consistent teaching of the Christian
church from the time of the apostles through the early church and
Middle Ages to the Reformation era. A remarkable unity of belief and
even terminology persists through the centuries relative to this doctrine, which appears to be taken in every case from the teachings of the
New Testament itself. At the time of the Reformation a new evangelical
reading of Scripture and a much stronger emphasis on the sole authority of Scripture (sola Scriptura) , reminiscent of the New Testament itself,
take definite shape.

/
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THE VIEW OF THE BIBLE
HELD BY THE CHURCH:
THE EARLY CHURCH THROUGH
LUTHER

T

HAT THE BIBLE is the Word of God, inerrant and of
supreme divine authority, was a conviction held by all Christians
and Christian teachers through the first 1,700 years of church
history. Except in the case of certain free-thinking scholastics,
such as Abelard, this fact has not really been contested by
many scholars. Of course, many of the early church fathers and
an even greater proportion of the medieval theologians did not
. directly address themselves to the subject of biblical authority.
The former simply assumed the doctrine of biblical authority on\..
the basis of an understanding of Scripture that was shared by !
both Tannaite Judaism and the early Christians. The latter,
developed a notable lack of interest in biblical studies and in
seeking answers directly from Scripture for questions and concerns of the day. IlLanr- casethnTie_w.J!L§c;~w.t1!L~ ~~jnspir~d by
the Spir.-it of God and therefor~ PPs.~~~~iEg divine auth0I'.i~y_and
iI}eir~ncy-wa:s-= rr<?t·-a-~<2:r:fat16~ __of early E.a~J~m-or-of early
ChnsTr~gJhought6ut was the iii~ritanc~.-Of.an~-·Q5V:io.ui-truth
t;;w:g:I:ltln the Scrptures~-WoCuntil the divine origin, authority, \
and veracity of scripture were somehow undermined or .J
threatened did these issues receive direct attention from Chris, tian theologians.
But just as we can establish Scripture's teaching of its own
divine origin and authority on the basis of what is assumed
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rather than what is explicitly articulated there, we can clearly
delineate the doctrine concerning Scripture held by the Christian
church and its theological leaders from postapostolic times
through the Reformation era. In fact such study has been done
repeatedly by eminent scholars during the past century,l and,
except in regard to Luther, the conclusions have all been that a
remarkable unity persists through this long period. On no other
point do we notice such unanimity, except perhaps on the issues
of dichotomy and the forbidden degrees of marriage 2 -inherited
views that were never seriously questioned and therefore were
simply assumed to be true.
FROM THE POSTAPOSTOLIC CHURCH THROUGH
JEROME AND AUGUSTINE

It is significant that the church and the synagogue in the
postapostolic age held an essentially identical view of Scripture.
Normative Tannaite judaism professed to teach nothing but
what was taught explicitly or implicitly in the Old Testament
Scriptures. Although their hermeneutical principles and interpretation were different from that of the New Testament writers and the early church fathers, their understanding of the nature of biblical authority seems to have been the same. Both
groups believed that the contents of the Scriptures were consistent and homogeneous and that there were no contradictions in
Scripture. Scripture was considered to be the Word of God in the
sense of representing verbal, cognitive revelation. The idea of
progressive revelation was impossible, if such a notion meant
that a complete and saving revelation was not given to Moses. 3
For early judaism there was complete correspondence and
agreement between Moses and the prophetic books and the
Hagiographa, which explain the Pentateuch, just as for the early
. Christians the New Testament explains the Old. Except for this
latter difference, Christ and the New Testament writers regarded
the Old Testament in much the same way as did these jews,
although interpreting it always christologically, as did the early
.. church after the time of the apostles.
As a matter of fact, the early Christian fathers, the apostolic
; fathers, and the apologists always accepted the Old Testament
( as divinely inspired and authoritative, long before the entire New
\Iestament canon was accepted. Like the apostles in the Book of
Acts, they consi~t:J:ltly ci.ted .tl1<::gl? 1'~stament asiliri!!~IY_<I:ll~
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"1t~~aJiy~:JQr:Jh~ir:PE0clam<tt_i9.!!Q[!!I~_Qhristian-gospel. In fact
. jthe Old Testament was considered a specifically Christian book,
{ belonging to the church even more than to the synagogue, for it
witnessed to Christ and His glory (1 Peter 1:10-12).4 The
apologists were in fact brought to faith in Christ through their
reading of the Old Testament Scriptures, although it is safe to
assume that they were usually persuaded by the apostolic witness and understanding of the Old Testament. Ultimately
Christ, the risen Lord, was the final interpreter of the Old Testament and His word was found in the apostolic tradition and
the New Testament writings. 5
Only after the time of the apologists were the New Testamenh,
writings accepted along with the Old Testament. This shift took J:
place as a result of the gradual acceptance of the New Testament
canon. The New Testament was therefore considered completely
authoritative along with the Old, and the two were now seen as
one unit. The New Testament was regarded as the divinely auth,QJitati-",~_~_~m-rIlentary-ori the- Old.
Meanwhile another position was beginning to take shape and
become articulate. Along with total commitment to the Scriptures as the norm of all doctrine, e:.y.e"Y3rtQ clear conviction
concerning th~~xilY_QLQr(l.ttragiti~p_eg(ln to_develop. This
orar-traclltwn, handed down from generation to generation and
going back through the apostles directly to Christ, in~_~"'-)'__
co!!fli~~lLJhe Sc_r:ipt~I"fS. But it did aid the church in in-terpreting the Scriptures and particularly in summarizing
the Christian faith and thus protecting Christians against the
aberrations of GnostiCs and other heretics. To Tertullian and
Irenaeus, who developed this position, such apostolic tradition,
which faithfully transmitted Christ's teaching, was, like Scripture, infallible. 6 Thus, for all practical purposes we have at the
turn of the third century a kind of two-source doctrine of authority in the church, with both the New Testament and the rule of
faith thought to be eminently apostolic. 7 1t is probably true that
neither Tertullian nor Irenaeus meant to subordinate Scripture
to unwritten tradition. Only Scripture could ultimately authenl
ticate tradition. But at the same time, the ongoing tradition was 1
necessary to ~ounteract heretical distortions and interpretations!
of Scripture.
Thus the two revelatory authorities, identical in content, complemented and authenticated each other. This position was held
J
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in a variety of forms from the third century until the time of the
Reformation, and it continued after that time in the Roman
Catholic Church. The position ultimately led to the teaching of
the Council of Trent that Scripture and unwritten traditionwhich in effect often meant the church-were coordinate authorities for doctrine. s We must say, however, that in practice
both the Eastern and Western fathers as a rule gave much more
deference to Scripture than to any traditional rule of faith.
Creeds were written on the basis of Scripture and in terminology
that was clearly biblical; likewise commentaries and treatises of
all sorts were based on Scripture as the source of doctrine.
Irenaeus himself, in his Adversus Haereses, cites Scripture no fewer
than 1,200 times. As a matter of principle he states, "We must
believe God, who has given us the right understanding, since the
Holy Scriptures are perfect, because they are spoken by the
Word of God and the Spirit of God."9 And how else could
Irenaeus and the other Fathers have done their theology? They
couJd scarcely have quoted from unwritten tradition.
But whereas Irenaeus might often have alluded to a rule of
faith, t~e later Father~_~it1LJhe~p'~ing-Of-the~ Gnostic
infiuence,-"weieTar ress-i~ti(;ent to_quQte-GireGtly"-fr0m_the.=S.~rip
tUt~s:This-wa.s-trueofClement of Alexandria and Origen. AIthough their writings are far more directly biblical, they still
regarded the so-called rule of faith as having come directly from
the apostles and as being a rule for interpreting Scripture. 10
And both believed that such a source of doctrine was indepen- .
dent of the New Testament, although the content of both was
the same. l l
rAfter Clement and Origen the vague idea of a canon of faith
\ \ was gradually replaced by creeds and the liturgy as the form of
\' unwritten tradition, which, along with Scripture, served as the
Irbasis of doctrine in the church. But we must add that liturgy and
\especially the early creeds were developed and constructed on
the basis of Scripture. And if anything in the creeds or liturgy
was thought to be unscriptural, such as was the homoousios in the
Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed, it was accepted only with
much difficulty. We must note also that, as time went on, the
great literary works of the Fathers were m6re-and$more expositions of the Scriptures; and commentaries on the creeds (such as
that of Rufinus) were often intended to offer biblical evidence for
the creedal statements. To quote]. N. D. Kelly:

)
lj
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Throughout the whole period Scripture and tradition ranked as
. complementary authorities, media different in form but coincident in content. To inquire which counted as superior or more
ultimate is to pose the question in misleading and anachronistic
terms. If Scripture was abundantly sufficient in principle, tradition was recognized as the surest clue to its interpretation, for in
tradition the Church retained, as a legacy from the apostles which
was embedded in all the organs of her institutional life, an unerring grasp of the real purport and meaning of the revelation to
which Scripture and tradition alike bore witness. 12

According
to all the, early church
fathers, the basisXor
Scrip".
.... _.. _.' ..- ....
.. _-------._-- - -- .., - - - - ture's-CIiVine authority)sjt~ divine origin <t!l,<i,fQrrn. Scripture'is
the--Word-o[-Goa.--1'his unarilmous'convlction of the early church
that Scripture is God's Word was not borrowed from ancient
Judaism but was derive<ifr:9l!ltheNewJ'estament, Which speaks
oftne-Gou':-15feailied--niture -of ~c:IiJltgre(2 Tliri:3: 16) and of the
:,h6ly-wiltersasnaVfngoeenTnstruments of the Holy Spirit (2
Peter 1:21). The fathers assumed that Scripture was the Word of
God and treated it as such, just as the New Testament writers
had done in the case of the Old Testament Scriptures. The
C4:!'§JiaILi~!b:ers differ~5Lf~om theearly,J ews. concerning the
origin_DUne Tora:h:J1).e J ews,'J)flievea- t~-'!oiah-wasOcreated
by_'Qod OthouSall9LO[ years· bef~~e·~the-c~eationooflh:e world'
and tha't in tiille it was givenby God. directly t9 Moses without
_the mediation of the. Spirit. Th\!-s-Fa-hbjnic theology~diStinguished
the Torah Tr:9JJiojb.e_,.r_esLoC1h@--01do-teslam~nLScriptures, alt~f it was believed to have been inspired. The early
Christians did not share this view of the Torah. Nor did they, for
the most part, engage in the kind of wooden and fanciful exegesis
so common among the Jews, as seen in the Talmud. Their keen
christological understanding of the Old Testament, in any
event, kept them from the almost total preoccupation with the
juristic exegesis so typical of the house of Shammai and the
house of Hillel and also of later Tannaite Judaism.
r· What then precisely did the early Christians mean when they
{ called Scripture the Word of God? Quite simply, they believed
\ tha-~~ author ~criptures.13 The books- of
\Scripture were com~yascribed ~oly Spirit as the
author.141]1:e-h-llm~~iter~strQ!!l~~~~~Uhoellol-y Sri.rit.
Both Augustme and Ambrose, agamst the Mamchaeans, exphCltly
called God the author of Scripture. lly the term _~ they
meant one who produces or effej:;_ts__someihirlg~Thfs is precIsefy
'

--,

---~---~-.~,/---~,~ •....-<>.-- ----.---~--.~---~ •.• ---------.------

-
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what God did in respect to Scripture; in this sense God authored
all the Scriptures. IS And in precisely this sense the Scriptures are
unique, differing from all other writings and possessing qualities
and attributes (such as authority and truthfulness) which are
unique by virtue of the Scripture's origin and nature.
If Scripture is really and truly, not in some metaphorical or
metonymical sense, the Word of God, what then is the function
of the human autnors of Scripture, according to the fathers ofthe
early church? Or, to pose the question differently, What is the
relation between the Holy Spirit and the holy writers as they
wrote the Scriptures? Or, to pose the identical question in still a
different form, What is the notion of inspiration taught by the
church fathers? Historically the term inspiration has been applied
both to Scripture ("Scripture is inspired" [OE07TVEVUTO,>, theopneustos] the product of God's breath, 2 Tim. 3: 16) and to the
prophets and apostles ("the writers of Scripture were inspired"
[4>EP0/-tEVOL ,jeromenoi] moved by the Holy Spirit, 2 Peter 1:21).
Interestingly, Jerome translated both the theopneustos of 2 Timothy 3:16 and the theromenoi of2 Peter 1:21 with the same Latin
term (inspiratq, or inspirati) , thus causing a certain amount of
confusion unless one distinguishes between the inspiration of the
Scriptures and the inspiration (something quite different) of the
holy writers. The question we are considering deals with the
second meaning of the term.
Usually the Greek fathers spoke of the relation of the Spirit to
the writers of Scripture when they employed the term inspired
and its synonyms. 16 The term was already in use in the Hellenistic world, along with similar terms such as OEo4>opO,> ( theophoros) ,
OEO¢OPy]TO,> (theophor1Jtos) , OE04>0POV/-LEVO,> (theophoroumenos) ,
OE-ryAaTo,> (theelatos), OEo8i8aKTo,> ( theodidaktos ), OEOKivy]TO,>
(theokin1Jtos), and the like. 1:~e terms meant simply that a person
ltn tered a s ta te j!1_whiGh,.-- b_y-_diY'ine-impul~e;:::he~sp6kea~qi:vine
JJiefiS~gec1eai-ly, trutbfully, ancl---p~ofou-ndly . But in the Hellenistic world -the-iae-a-o(in;ptratlO~ wentTilrther, in that such a state
was ordinarily typified by a kind of mantis or mania, an ecstasy
accompanied by all kinds of bizarre oddities such as foaming at
the mouth, hair standing on end, and the like. Such "inspiration" was often engendered by narcotics and usually resulted in
a complete loss of memory. Nor did the experiences have cognitive content. The early Christians, however, envisaged something quite different when they spoke of the inspiration of the
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holy writers of Scripture. Before the time of Tertullian and the';
Montanists, the apologists and others may have spoken in
somewhat unguarded terms as they
referred to the relation of the.-_ 1
.
Holy Spirit to the human writers of Scripture. And they may well
have uncritically borrowed phrases from Philo, who drew deeply
from Hellenistic religious thought as he likened the experience of
Moses and other writers of Scripture to the psychological behavior common to the mystery religions of his day. They indeed,
along with the later Greek and Latin fathers, employed the idea
of inspiration in a variety of contexts not suggested by biblical
terms and concepts. They taught, as both the Old and New
Testaments witness, that the gift of prophecy was sometimes
bestowed on a person while he was in an ecstatic condition. But
there is no evidence to suggest that they, and particularly those
who followed the MQI1!~.!Us.Legthus.iasti<::h~r~sy,-sol!gltLt9psy
chol~ize 0~ip~pi!'~(Lw~iters ofScriptureP Stitely among the
earry Clfristian writers there was no simple apposition or
identification of philosophy and revelation, of prophecy and ecstatic enthusiasm, as we see in Philo.
In the theolQ~QL~he early church, what then w_<ls.111.e.xe.!ation
of~bfB-cript~Fetoi:he HQly_~pirltEI~human writers
were the. in-st'fUm.e~the organs,_0f...the.JIolySpirit. 18 iAugus!W~
consistently used theabrative case when referring to tli"e:.wo~k of
the Holy Spirit and the preposition per when referring to that of
the biblical authors, 19 thl:;!~_~!~(lrlyJ:).ringing gu.ul}e instrumental
part played Qy.th_~_PE~~eJ~.!l:n.c!.~.p2~iI~~'i~'!J::t~'Ydjing of Scriptu!:~~'Q2cris the. auctor..P.ri17l/Zrius-{th~.actual au thor) of Seripture,
/'ind the-biblical'writers were His organs through whom He
C spoke. This is precisely the picture presented in the New Testa"-ment (Matt. 1:22; 2:6, 17; 3:3; 4:14; Acts 2:16; 4:25). And the
Nicaeno-Constantinopolital1_Q[eed~choes.Jhe same .tb.eme-when
~JleHOIY1;plr:-i!. as . ~p'~a~i!lg_thFougli-the prophets.
When the Fatn:ennisecertainmetaphors to illustrate the instrumentality of the biblical writers-metaphors such as flute, lyre,
musical instrument, hand, and the like 2 °-their imagery must
not be pushed beyond the specific point of comparison. They are
not suggesting that all inspiration takes place in a state of
,ecstasy. They are not suggesting that the human authors of
\ Scripture are unthinking, unwilling instruments, divested of conIsciousness or personality or usus scribendi. On the contrary, they
/at times affirm a condescension (o-vYK(Xra/3ca:rL<;, sunkatabasis-
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/Chrysostom) of the Sp_~i_!__~reby--I=Ie--£ond~scends or aSS9~
c)'U'<;>,dates Hinrseln:otbe styles and personalities'-uf-th~l5iblical
.. writers. 21 Thus they take into account the endowments, the
thought forms, the genus loquendi of the different writers of Scripture. Augustine, for instance, in his De Consensu Evangelistarum
_makes this fact abundantly clear, and he often notes the very
~uman motives and selectivity that prompted the evangelists to
\~write as they did. 22 Origen- clearlY'Fepudiates- any_£omparjs~m--
Qg_twe~Ilt!lejnspiration of the biblical wri ter~.?:I1.(L!!J.e ecstatic
.oraclesofJ>.<igc:!nism.23
'.
And so for the fathers of the early church, with the possible
exception of the pre-Montanist apologists, the total control of the
Spir~t over the penmen was perfectly compatible with the con\sciolls and willing use by the holy writers of their unique en\dow'ments and styles of writing. The flute-Iyre-instrument terminology was employed only to stress the instrumentality of the
human authors and the monergism of divine inspiration. One
might say that contributively the biblical writers were passivethe Spirit alone supplied to them what they were to write, the
very form and content; but subjectively or psychologically (if one
may use such loaded modern terms) the biblical writers were
active, in full and conscious possession of their faculties. Nowhere do the Fathers try to bridge this paradox; nowhere do
they seem to be troubled by it or even aware of it. They simply
accept the mystery of divine inspiration.
Again, it has been averred that the practice of Augustine and
others in using the verb dictate to describe the Holy Spirit's activity in communicating the form and content of the sacred
writings to the holy writers is tantamount to teaching a mechanical theory of inspiration, reminiscent of Montanism. 24 Actually
Augustine uses such terms as inspirare, dictare, suggerere, and
gubernare interchangeably and in a large variety of contexts. All
these verbs are used in both broader and narrower contexts. In
the narrower sense the verbs could best be translated "give,"
"charge," "communicate," "direct," "incite."25 The use of these
various verbs was calculated to stress once again that in the
writing of Scripture the initiative was God's alone, that He
monergistically determined what was to he written in Scripture
and that the resultant Scriptures are His Word.
And so, whether the Fathers speak of the inspiration of the
writers of Scripture or of the inspiration of the Bible itself, they
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are affirming one fundamental truth, that Scripture is really and
truly God's Word, all of it, even its minute details. 26 Scripture is
therefore divinely authoritative-and infallibly true.
Correlative to Scripture's divine origin and authority is its
utter truthfulness and reliability. This was the universal conviction of the early church. Never was there any doubt concerning
the inerrancy of Scripture. The notion of an errant Word of God
was unthinkable in those days. True, the fanciful exegesis often
employed, the allegorical method, and the search for a sensus
plenior indicate often, no doubt, the difficulty the Fathers had
with the plain meaning of many biblical assertions. Augustine frl)
his De Consensu Evangelistarum struggled with the seeming dis- /
crepancies among the evangelists and with the New Testament's
seeming preference for the sometimes errant Septuagint over the·
authentic Hebrew text of the Old Testament. He was far from
sucGessful in solving these problems. But never in those days was
a difficulty of Scripture solved by charging Scripture with error
or untruth. Never was the unity of Scripture and Scripture's
agreement with itself questioned. In fact the inerrancy of Scripture was not merely assumed 27 but was affirmed deliberately and
dogmatically. We-fincLAJ!Kl!~!iQ~S1!ying that the Scriptures-are
w!ique in their i n e r r a n c y : ' ,.,
,-,,-

---.

Only to those books which are called canonical have I learned to
give honor so that I believe most firmly that no author in these
books made any error in writing .... I read other authors not
with the thought that what they have taught and written is true
just because they have manifested holiness and learning. 28

Jerome__ m<l:!c_~Lm~~ysi~~I~.r_,~~~iQns.29 When Augustine"'\j
and Jerome speak of the truthfulness of Scripture, they include I
both the f~l in~!!0' of Scripture (Scripture does not contradict itself) and the material truthfulness of Scripture (all the J
assertions of Scripture co'rresponatOWhat' is, in fact, so). 30 Ac- !
(:CGJ:~_!I,!: the Fathers, Scti.0~~ is_ a pE.~ri tru~_!,:refragably so. '
'. Scnpture needs no verifiCation orany kind from outside author, ity. We find Jerome stating with certainty:

I

When you are really instructed in the Divine Scriptures, and have
realized that its laws and testimonies are the bonds of truth, then
you can contend with adversaries; then you will fetter them and
lead them bound into captivity; then of the foes you have made
captive you will make freemen of GOd.31
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FROM ANSELM TO THE REFORMATION

The decline and fall of the Roman Empire, first in the West
and then in the East, was accompanied by a virtual cessation of
theological output of any substance. The development of dogma
was permanently frozen in the East with the classic De Fide
Orthodoxa of John of Damascus. In the West serious and constructive theological production was arrested from the sixth century until the rise of scholastic theology. It was the rediscovery of
Aristotle and the desire to coordinate theology with all human
knowledge that originally incited the scholastics to engage in
their monumental productions. Exegetical work was scarcely
carried on. In the West neither of the biblical languages was
known.
It is understandable therefore that no original contribution or
advance in the area of bibliology would take place. The scholastics inherited the position of their forerunners. But if a somewhat
consistent bibliology is only adumbrated in the early church, it
is scarcely discernible in the scholastic era. One may range
through thousands of pages of scholastic theology before finding
any explicit or direct word concerning the divine origin, authority, or truthfulness of Scripture. Among the scholastics, doctrine
concerning Scripture per se can be extracted only from their prolegomenous discussions, where they center attention primarily
on questions of epistemology and discuss man's return to God,
revelation, prophetic knowledge, and similar themes. Their discussion of inspiration as a supernatural charism is carried on out
of epistemological and anthropological concerns.32
Although there is a real paucity of evidence to demonstrate a
clear and explicit scholastic position concerning the locus de
scriptura, the following summary of the greater of the medieval
scholastic theologians' views on this point will reveal a definite
position concerning the Scriptures and will illustrate that there is
no considerable difference between the theology of the thirteenth
century and that of the fifth century on this point.

Anselm
No doctrine of bibliology, or of the Word, is articulated in
Anselm. 33 Although in his three best kno-wnoworks (Proslogion,
Monologion, and Cur Deus Homo?) he is speculating as a
philosopher-for he is proving rationally those things that are
already accepted on faith-still behind such dialectics lies an
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implicit reliance on what we would call the Scripture principle.
When he says at the beginning of his Proslogion that in believing
we seek to understand (credo ut intelligam), his idea is simply this:
citj,tPS9per for faith to~f.ek l~l!l!9~I~taJl.d. We may never understand, Ansetm gfants;but if we do understand, it will be because
we have started with faith. Andi.aith,DLcour$e,_d~p_~nds on the
~e~~~..?:.~ion of SC!'!p.!JJte. Here Anselm has distinguisned
himself as a faitIlfUl student of Augustine; and he is not consciously going beyond Augustine in any respect. The fact that he
somewhat concedes to his students in working out certain doctrines dialectically may deceive us into thinking that he is a
rationalist, but this is not so. He is not trying to strip revelation
of its mystery but to penetrate the mysteries so far as can be
done. With Anselm no clear distinction is made between theology and philosophy.

Alefander of Hales
Alexander is a little more articulate. 34 In his Summa Theologica
he speaks somewhat of Scripture in his prolegomena. He iIls!§Js
- that ScriPn!r..~h.as-a--p-m:pos_e_gI~ater than that9fotheE~hist()ries
(1,1). The history there recorded-is-normerefy to poinito"lndividual actions of people but to assess general actions and conditions that serve to inform men and women and enable them to
contemplate divine mysteries. Thus he sees in Scripture a salutary diagnostic purpose and function. The examples Alexander
uses to illustrate his point are perhaps not the most fortunate: the
death of Abel signifies the innocent suffering of Christ and other
just people, while the wickedness of Cain represents the perversity of the unrighteous.
The mode (modus) ofthe art or science of Scripture-we might
call this "theology" -is not according to the usual comprehension of the rational mind. Theology (modus Scripturae artis) obtains by means of the arrangement of divine wisdom that informs
the soul in those things that pertain to salvation (per dispositionem
divinae sapientiae ad informationem animae in iis quae pertinent ad
salutem). If this seems to be pure intellectualism, we must remember that Alexander is speaking of theology as art or science
(scientia), that is, as communicable. The Franciscans were not
intellectualists but voluntarists (I, 1).
What he means by theology as information is made more clear
when he goes on to say (I, 5) that the knowledge we gain through
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inspiration is more certain that what we gain through human
rationaliz~n§J-;a.!!f!:t~_~J1QFle9ge w~g~,~~~~ll~<?~gI:~he te.sti~!lY
of:-;~<t:~p-:r:H"-ls-m0re-sun;:_Jhall wJl<J.Jo:W~$~m 1:>It~tr\\TltITess of
fl~~tures. The former certainty is the certainty of the spiriTual
mari°-as·opposed to the carnal man. Modus theologiae est certior
certitudine experientiae: "The method of theology is more certain
than a certitude drawn from experience." The carnal man has no
knowledge but experimento sensibilium; the spiritual man has a
certainty that is due to his possessing the spirit of contemplating
divine things. The conclusion is that only knowledge given in
Scripture offers absolute or, we might say, divine certainty. This
emphasis of the Franciscan school that knowledge ( cognitio) is
not simply intellectual is shared by Luther and the Reformers.

Bonaventura
Little data can be gathered from Bonaventura. 3S He was in the
Franciscan school and would follow Alexander. Like the earlier
Franciscans, he did not differentiate closely between theology
and philosophy. He simply insisted that there is no legitimate
philosophy that is not oriented in God. Philosophy begins with
the visible effects and argues to God, but it must always comport
with revealed theology, which is drawn from Scripture. Thus
there was only a methodological distinction between the two
sciences. The conclusions of both were the same. The philosopher will, for instance, work out proofs for the existence of God,
but only with the presupposition that he already believes in God.
He does not make himself temporarily an atheist. In all of this,
philosophy was the handmaid of theology, and all theology was
drawn from Scripture.
Thomas Aquinas
Thomas is more explicit in his views of Scripture and its place
in the theology of the church than any of the previously mentioned theologians. Again his views on Scripture are found in his
prolegomena on the nature of sacra doctrina. He begins with a
discussion of the necessity of revelation.
It was necessary for man's salvation that there be a certain doctrine according to divine revelation, truths which exceed human
reason. Even regarding those truths which human reason can
investigate it was necessary that man be taught by divine revelation. For the truth about God which is learned through reason
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would be known only by a few after a long time and with an
admixture of errors; but the salvation of man depends upon his
knowledge of this truth which is in God. Therefore, in order that
salvation might the easier be brought to man and be more certain
it was necessary that men be instructed concerning divine matters
through divine revelation. 36

This theology, which is learned through revelation, is different
in kind (secundum genus) from the theology that philosophy deals
with. Thomas next asks whether theology (sacra doctrina) is a
speculative science or whether it is a practical science. It is a
science that proceeds from principles that proceed from a higher
science; namely, the science of God. Because this science deals
with God, it is a speculative science more than a practical science. The place of Scripture in theology is made quite plain by
Thomas when he asks whether sacred doctrine is argumentative.
All sciences argue from principles and do not try to prove their
principles. Thus it is alse--withLhzology, whose_p:inciples (principia} are~the~a;:nt~E§::2fK~~Ql;~!!!_pJi!Jg[c5fhythe lowe1'-sci~flses
,callUQLc!ispu-k,QLIKQ"e.tnepxiu<;::iples. Qf a higli:er science~S~acred
Scripture offers the highest science, a science sui generis.
If a heretic or outsider admits any of the principles of Scripture, one may discuss with him with hope. In all such discussion
faith in Scripture rests on infallible truth, and it is impossible to
demonstrate any argument against such faith. Theology makes
use of human reason, but only for the sake of clarification.
"Therefore, sacred doctrine also makes use of human reason:
not, however, to prove faith, for in such an event the very merit
of faith would be vitiated, but to clarify (ad manifestandum) other
things which are set forth in this doctrine." Thus theology will
make use of philosophers in those matters that can be known by
human reason; for example, Paul quotes Aratus (Acts 17:28).
Thomas then concludes the section:
However,sacred doctrine makes use of these authorities (philosophers) only as extraneous and probable arguments. Properly
theology uses the authorities of the canonical scripture as the
necessary argumentation (ex necessitate argumentando). The authority of the doctors of the church is properly employed, but as
merely probable (probabiliter). For our faith rests upon the revelation given to the apostles and prophets who wrote the canonical
books, and not on'1'evelation (if there be such a thing) made to
other teachers. Whence Augustine says in his letter to Jerome
(82): "Only to those books which are called canonical h<!ve I
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learned to give honor so that I believe most firmly that no author
in these books made any error in writing. I read other authors not
with the thought that what they have thought and written is true
just because they have manifested holiness and learning!"

This surely sounds like one who believes in the divine origin of
Scripture and the sola Scriptura principle. Later Thomas says that
the author of sacred Scripture is God. Whatever may be his
practice later, correct principles have been set down clearly in
this prolegomena on the nature of theology. On~3be:Q:~..t~~~_jn
Them~~~yos~tiorlmightbenoted -hefe.~~~!heL_thaa---.-ca..lligg.
Scripture theprincipiitm (source) of th~QlQgy>-Thomas calls the

artlcIeSorf.utl!~!h~=piI~ci'pla-· (so~ic~slo£ the.oIQg¥. Fr;m-this
pmm+.rterR()manist theolC;-gian-s go on to state that not all arti.cles of faith are necessarily drawn from Scripture, although it is
.doubtful if Thomas would have supported such an inference
from what he said. It may finally be said that if there is confusion
in Thomas between the realm of reason and the realm of tradition in theology, it is not to be found in the prolegomena but in
the way he carries out his theology; this is said in opposition to
the rather severe judgment of Harnack. 37
In his prolegomena Thomas came closer than any other
scholastic theologian to affirming a principle of sola Scriptura. But
in practice he was never able to carry out anything even approximating such a principle. Yet he consciously affirmed the
inerrancy of Scripture as a fundamental assumption for the
theological enterprise. For instance, he says, "It is heretical to
say that any falsehood whatsoever is contained either in the
gospels or in any canonical Scripture."38

Duns Scotus
In his prolegomena Duns has much to say about revelation
and Scripture. 39 After going to great length to show the necessity
~_QL~ation, he torrsid~sectlc)n-onthe suffiCleiicy OfllOty
. Scripture:-Against the heretics who would reject parts or the
whole of Scripture, he advanced eight arguments for the truth
(veritas) of Scripture. (I) Prophecy and fulfillment. (2) The
agreerpent of Scripture with itself. It is obvious, he says, that a
greater mind than man's created the Scriptures. (3) The authority of the writers of Scripture. Duns points--but that the writers of
Scripture claim divine authority. Thus to credit their writings
with anything less than absolute authority is to charge them with
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deliberate lies. (4) The diligence that was exercised in receiving
the canon. The church, he says, was always careful to receive
only those books that were written by prophets, who wrote by
divine inspiration (scriptura recepta sit in Canone quam auctores, non
sicut homines sed sicut prophetas, divina inspiratione scripserunt). (5) The
reasonableness of the contents of Scripture. Duns claims that the
things we believe from Scripture are not unreasonable, for they
comport with divine perfection. (6) De irrationalibitate errorum.
Here Duns lashes out against the insipid, asinine errors of Jews,
Manichaeans, and other heretics who twist Scripture against
Christ, often due to a lack of knowledge of Scripture. "Not even
one passage of Scripture can be opposed." (7) The stability of
the church that accepts Scripture. (One can imagine where this
one proof will lead Duns.) (8) The clear proof of miracles.
After listing these eight arguments, Duns proceeds to affirm
the sufficiency of Scripture for leading man on the way he ought
to" go. He seems to follow Origen and to approach the later
Lutherans, who contended that the sufficiency of Scripture was
not of such a nature that everything was in Scripture expressly,
but everything (e.g., the Trinity) was there virtualiter, sicut conclusiones in principiis.
Concerning theology as a science, Duns begins by pointing out
that science, strictly speaking, embraces four factors: (1) it is
certain knowledge with no possibility of doubt or of being deceived (cognitio certa); (2) it is necessary knowledge and not contingent; (3) it is evident to the intellect (sit causata a causa evidente
intellectui); and (4) it can be demonstrated by reasoning and
discursive argument. According to the first three factors, theology is in itself a science, but not for us. In the sense that theology
deals with God's external operations, it is not a science, because
it is not necessary (4,1).
Theological science-Duns would prefer the word wisdomdoes not depend on any other science. Although metaphysics
deals with God, still theology does not derive any principia from
metaphysics. The principles of theology are accepted on faith, on
authority. Nor can theology be demonstrated by any principia
entis. Here he differs from Thomas. And we see the cleavage
between the two philosophers, or theologians. Duns is still basically a voluntarist. He would not give the same weight to reason
and demonstration-as did Thomas. More weight is given to faith
and authority, which, unfortunately, ultimately becomes the au-
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thority of the church. Thus we find Duns differing also with
Thomas in teaching that theology is scientia practica, whereas
Thomas said it was chiefly a scientia speculativa. Of all the schol<i~
tic theologians, Duns says more about the intrinsic authority and
inerrancy of Scripture than does any other. Some of his points
summarized above were actually taken over by Protestant theologians during the period of orthodoxy. But with all his insistence on the authority, truthfulness, and even sufficiency of Scripture, Duns was far from affirming a sola Scriptura principle and
even farther from putting anything approximating such a principle into action.
In Thomas and Duns we see how difficult it is to maintain sola
Scriptura against the encroachments of reason on the one hand
and of church authority on the other.
MARTIN LUTHER

Our brief survey of the history of the doctrine of biblical inspiration from apostolic times to the Reformation ends with Luther
(see the following chapter for his successors), although we can
offer only a cursory view of his position. He represents the end of
one era (the Middle Ages) and the beginning of another (the
Reformation). There is no need to examine the position of other,
lesser Reformers such as Melanchthon, Flacius (who did a prodigious amount of pioneer work in biblical studies), and others.
On no important point do they differ from Luther in his attitude
toward Scripture and in his use of it.40
Although Luther inherited the unanimous high view of Scripture held by the early church and throughout the Middle Ages,
he brought with him, for a number of reasons, a different approach to Scripture from that of his more immediate predecessors. Thus his convictions concerning the divine origin of Scripture and biblical authority and inerrancy-convictions held by
the Fathers and assumed, although at times submerged, by the
scholastics-were informed by a new evangelical hermeneutic
and approach to theology. The significance of this fact can
scarcely be overemphasized.
IWhat is so different, even revolutionary, in Luther's approach
I to Scripture? Certainly one factor that sets him apart from the
f scholastic theology from which he had~emerged was the
\ humanistic influence of the day, with its solid emphasis on
\ philology and on theology as exegesis of Scripture-a scholarly
1
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e~phasis that prompted Luther to learn the biblical languages,
lecture on books of the Bible, and ultimately to translate the
Bi Jle into German. But this factor alone does not explain the
dynamics of Luther's doctrine of Scripture and the great theological influence of that doctrine.
.
I,t has been conjectured that Luther's personal experience"
iss~ing fro~ his discovery of the g~spel ?ftll~~i!J_C:~_~~()E_lD'~f~~Il'1
.§.~lIP1~.~,)~tllekeyto lllJder§!9:ndu}g .bl&dectr.!I1.e~o[th.~j£,oJ:<h~l
But such a theory puts the cart before the horse and misunderstands Luther's own view of the subsidiary place of experience in relation to the power and authority of the divine Word.
No, Luther discovered a number of things about the form and
content of Scripture that, though taken for granted, had previously been unappreciated and ignored.
First, he learned that lill;9J.Qgical~sci~~ or wisdom is a habitus
or charism not merely given by the }loly Spirit, as all the
mepieval theologians had taught, but g&'!~1:?:X..th~j.r.!!Jflr2.Ygft_/
the Scriptures. To be a theologian one must first of all be scriptural.
~t read and reread the Scriptures,42 grapple with them,43
understand their intended sense without human gloss,44 and
yield to them. 45 In short, the theologian must be a bonus textualis
first and foremost.

The first concern of a theologian should be to be well acquainted
with the text of Scripture (a bonus textualis, as they call it). He
should adhere to this primary principle: In sacred matters there is
no arguing or philosophizing; for if one were to operate with the
rational and probable arguments in this area, it would be possible
for me to twist all the articles of faith just as easily as Arius, the
Sacramentarians, and the Anabaptists did. But in theology we
must only hear and believe and be convinced at heart that God is
truthful, however absurd that which God says in His Word may
appear to be to reason.46

Luther never tires of stressing the point that the Holy Spirit
makes a person a theologian only by leading him to an understanding and acceptance of the words of Scripture.
This is our foundation: where the Holy Scripture establishes
something that must be believed, there we must not deviate from
the words, as they sound, neither from the order as it stands,
unless an express article of faith (based on clear Scripture passages) compels us to interpret the words otherwise, or arrange
them differently. It:.~se, what would become of the Bible?47
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Again Luther says:
You should meditate, that is, not in the heart alone, but also
externally, work on and ply the oral speech and the lettered words
in the Book, read them and reread them again and again, noting
carefully and reflecting upon what the Holy Spirit means by these
words. And have a care that you do not tire of it or think it
enough if you have read, heard, said, it once or twice, and now
profoundly understand it all; for in that manner a person will
never become much of a theologian. 48

It is significant that the old accepted catholic assumptions
regarding Scripture's divine origin and authority are assumed
throughout these urgent admonitions of Luther concerning the
making of a theologian.
f I t is Luther's utter adherence to the Scriptures as the source of
JaIl theology that led to his discovery of the gospel of justification
lin Romans I: 16. This same regard for Scripture and yielding to it
led to his insight, followed by that of Melanchthon and also the
Reformed theologians, that Scripture ought to be divided into
the themes of Law and Gospel and similar hermeneutical breakthroughs. Certainly it was also this confident, biblicistic dependence Q.ll. the _~_c:r:ip.t:.lJT~~_ that b~.!:lgh.~~out his rejection of
philosopn)7and philosophicarprin9.Rl~.sjlL.est'1bfu.6..!!l:g~
(sucna~-the_pFirrclpreorAristotle and Aquinas: finitu'mrlOn est
capax infiniti). Luther says:
.
Paul takes them all together, himself, an angel from heaven,
teachers upon the earth, and masters of all kinds, and subjects
them to the Holy Scripture. Scripture must reign as queen, all
must obey and be subject to her, not teachers, judges, or arbiters
over her; but they must be simply witnesses, pupils and confessors of it, whether they be pope or Luther or Augustine or an
angel from heaven. 49
As he rehearses what makes a Christian a theologian, Luther has
already articulated a clear position regarding biblical authority,
but in an eminently practical, not a theoretical, context.
Second, like the church fathers, Luther saw the Scriptures as
Christocentric in their entire sweep and soteriological in their
purpose-but again in the practical context of the consistent
hermeneutical application that informs his entire theological activity. To Luther, "Christ is the sum andtnlth of Scripture."5o
"The Scriptures from beginning to end do not reveal anyone
besides the Messiah, the Son of God, who should come and
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through His sacrifice carry and take away the sins of the world."51
"The entire Scripture points only to Christ. "52 "Outside the book
of the Holy Spirit, namely the holy Scriptures, one does not find
Christ."53 Such statements concerning the Christocentricity of
the Old and New Testaments could be multiplied. 54
The principle,DLthe.Christocentrieity of Scripture ..was··not·
som~lJ,jheLinlleritedfrom the early church and then imposed on the Scriptures. Ik4~rived th~priD.c:ipJ~ frQ!!l.Ac:ripture
~lf~he found Christ there inductively through ;~l1nd and serious exegesis, as is made abundantly clear from his commentaries
on Genesis, Deuteronomy, Psalms, and Isaiah. Luther's personal theological Christocentricity, while derived from Scripture,
informs his exegesis of Scripture. It is not only possible for him,
but incumbent on him, to read the Old Testament in the light of
the New just as he read the New in the light of the Old. Such a
practice is in harmony with his belief-and the belief of the
entire church catholic in the light of Luke 24:25-27; Romans
15:4; 2 Timothy 3: 15, and other passages-in the unity of Scripture and in the hermeneutical principle that Scripture is its own
interpreter. 55 It was just his failure to find Christ and justification by fai th in certain books of the Old and New T es tam en ts (all
antilegomena) that prompted Luther to depreciate the value of
these books and question their canonicity.56 In fact he at times
appears to depreciate the Bible itself in comparison with the
pearl of great price that is found in it. For instance, he says:
I beg and faithfully warn every pious Christian not to stumble at
the simplicity oflanguage and the stories that will often meet him
there. He should not doubt that however simple they may seem,
these are the very words, deeds, judgments, and history of the
high majesty and wisdom of God; for this is the Scripture which
makes fools of aU the wise and prudent and is open only to babes
and fools, as Christ says, Matthew 11:25. Away with your overweening conceit! Think of Scripture as the loftiest and noblest of
holy things, as the richest lode, which will never be mined out, so
that you may find the divine wisdom which God places before you
in such foolish and ordinary form. He does this in order to quench
all pride. Here you will find the swaddling clothes and the manger in which Christ lies, to which the angels directed the
shepherds, Luke 2:12. Mean and poor are the swaddling clothes,
but precious is the treasure, Christ, lying in them. 57

Far from belittling Scripture by this statement, Luther enhances it; that is his very purpose as he speaks in such a way. To
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him Scripture is of supreme value (and how often does he extol
the'value of Scripture 58) , not merely because of its form as God's
Word and revelation, but because of its content and message,
which is Christ, the crucified and risen Savior of the world.
B~ the..:~i~_.an()~~e:..~~~.s?~.~_~x_Luth~r:.yallledJh~. Sc.:r!p-.!!lXes
,. ~<!...!!!.g1itt_.!}'!!!!fly".tlielI:p()wer; power to comfort, to save, to
f regenerate, to lead the child of God to eternal life. In this sense
, and for this purpose God speaks mightily to us in the sacred
Scriptures. 59 This is the very purpose of the Holy Spirit, even as
He diligently describes the most shameful, adulterous history,
the most despised, filthy, and damnable things in Scripture: to
teach, reprove, admonish, bless, and save us. 60 Luther never
tires of extolling the practical value of Scripture for the life of a
believer. It makes us happy, trustful, confident Christians and
puts us at peace with GOd. 61 It is our defense against the temptations of the devil, the world, and our flesh. 62 It instructs us in the
true worship and service of God 63 and in how to be a good
theologian. 64 It sanctifies, reforms, and comforts US. 65 But most
imp~rtant of all, we learn about God and His grace in Scripture,
and so we gain eternal life. 66 In this is the great power of the
Scripture. For Scripture not only points us to Christ; it shares
Christ with us and bestows Him on us. I t brings us to faith, and
through it the Holy Spirit comes to us with all His treasures and
blessings. 67 Scripture does all this; it possesses the intrinsic
power to do so because it is God's Word, because the Spirit of
God is never separated from it,68 and because its message is
Christ. "All the works which Christ performed are recorded in
the Word, and in the Word and through the Word He will give
us everything, and without the Word He will give us nothing."69
To be sure, the preached gospel has all the power of the written
Word of Scripture; but the preached word (and all theology) is to
be drawn only from the one divine foundation of Scripture.
Luther's deep and personal conviction concerning the power
of the Scriptures is the third factor in his new approach to Scripture.
And so Luther's doctrine of the divine origin of Scripture, its
authority and inerrancy, must be viewed in the light of the aforementioned three aspeCts of his approach to Scripture: (I) the
Holy Spirit makes one a theologian through Scripture alone, (2)
Christ's atonement is the burden and "chief article" of all Scripture,7° and (3) the Scriptures are powerful to work faith and
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make one wise for salvation. It is not that Luther's bibliology is
based on these three insights; on the contrary, his understanding
concerning these issues is drawn from Scripture. 71 But the hermeneutical preunderstanding Luther brings with him to the
study of Scripture results in a far more practical and evangelical
view of biblical authority than had previously been held.
What specifically, then, does Luther teach on the three issues
here under consideration: the divine origin of Scripture, the authority of Scripture, and the inerrancy of Scripture? Forro<l,lly his
vie~s wereJ-den.ti~al to those of the early church and 6fth~
~cfg~ges.

.~

.. ---

-

Divine Origin or Inspiration
Although Luther, like his predecessors and immediate followers, rarely spoke of inspiration as such, he said in literally hundreds of instances. t~S!=X!Pt~I~_j~JpeW()r:d. o{ Qod, that Gog
S'p~ILthIQll~hJi<::~ip!.l!E.e, and tha tQ2Jl is.the.a.l!thor ofScrri>JJll:e.72 There is no way in W-nidi··one can anachronistia.iIIY-interpret Luther as advancing some sort ofpreliberal notion that the
Bible merely contains the Word of God or pre-Barthian notion
that God in some way, where and when it pleases Him, makes
the words of men (in Scripture) His Word. 73 Luther simply and
ingenuously says, "You are so to deal with the Scriptures that
you bear in mind that God Himselfis saying this."74 We fear and
tremble before the very words of Scripture because they are
God's words, all of them, for "whoever despises a single word of
God does not regard any as important."75 Matthew, Paul, and
Peter were indeed men, but should anyone believe that their
words and doctrine were only the words of men and not of
God, he is a hardened and blinded blasphemer who should be
avoided,76 "It is cursed unbelief and the odious flesh which will
not permit us to see and know that God speaks to us in Scripture
and that it is God's Word, but tells us that it is the word merely
of Isaiah, Paul, or some other mere man, who has not created
heaven and earth."77 That Scripture is_!heWQrd of God means
fo~her that it is matenanyarur(o~mally so,woia for-word,
His..WQLd,::v1:rba.TI)'ir!sR!~..9"::'(The Holy Scriptures are the Word
of God, written and (I might say) lettered and formed in letters,
just as Christ is the eternal Word of God veiled in the human
nature."78 The very order of the words found in Scripture are
inten tionallYarranged-by·tlieHoly5piri f,7gTlius ~. not merel y th~
-------...- ......

~--~...•... --..
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phrases and expressions in Scripture are divine but the very
words and their arrangement. 80 "The prophets do not set forth
statements that they have spun up in their own mind. What they
have heard from God Himself ... they proclaim and set forth. "81
And if the holy evangelists arrange their Gospels differently from
each other, this too has been determined by the Holy Spirit.82

Authority

r To Luther, Scripture derives its divine authority not from its

'content, which is the Gospel and the Law, but from its form. It is
.a~oritativeY~c:;!l!s~ it i_~__the WOI:~LQfJ2Q.d. 83 That Script~re is
authOfitafiVe means that it aIone is the source and norm of doctrine. "No doctrine in the Church can come from anywhere but
the Holy Scripture; it is our only source of doctrine." 84 And only
Scripture is the authority, the source, and the norm of doctrine.
"There is no other evidence of Christian proof on earth but the
Holy Scripture."85 Luther rejoices and revels in the certainty he
has as one bourid by the authority of Scripture: "One passage of
Scripture has more authority than all the books of the world."86
In commenting on Galatians I :8, he says:
Paul takes them all together, himself, an angel from heaven,
teachers upon the earth, the masters of all kinds, and subjects
them to Holy Scripture. Scripture must reign as queen, all must
obey and be subject to her, not to teachers, judges, or arbiters
over her. No, all these must be simply witnesses, pupils and
confessors of Scripture, whether they be pope or Luther or Augustine or an angel from heaven. 87

It is obvious that neither reason, nor philosophy, nor experience, nor pope, nor church council can be regarded as an authority beside Scripture; but all must conform to Scripture. Nor may
any of these be allowed to interpret Scripture in a way that is
contrary to its plain and clear meaning. 88 Otherwise, "what
would become of the Bible?" Scripture would be relegated to the
position of a waxen nose and lose its authority entirely. If Scripture
is not the authority alone, it is not the authority at all. 89 Luther not
only affirmed the sola Scriptura principle, he practiced it.

Ine,rranry
;/The divine origin, authority, and inerrancy of Scripture all
hang together for Luther. Each concept entails the other. In
contexts where he defends the authority of Scripture, Luther

t
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affirms or alludes to its divine origin. As he debates his case for
sola Scriptura against Romanists or enthusiasts he maintains that
the ~~pil"i.C~<l_~~~sl the biblical_,<\Titers t~__~!i!~_Qkarly,
~ful1y,-a-nd-without equlvoca-tion:For Lu"fher, the notion of
an authoritative bu't-erra-nt--Wofa-6f-C-od would have been utter
nonsense. No such idea could have been entertained prior to the
rise of subjective idealism and existentialism. When Luther or
any of the Reformers defended the authority of Scripture, which
was his chief concern, he was eo ipso affirming also Scripture's
divine nature and total veracity. In fact it is very doubtful if
Luther ever carefully distinguished between the three concepts.
In his usual blunt and ingenuous way, Luther affirmed the
absolute infallibility and truthfulness of Scripture. For Luther, as
for those who went before him, this meant that Scripture (1) does
not err to deceive in any way and (2) does not contradict itself.
Thus we find him saying, relative to the first aspect of iner"rancy: "Natural reason produces heresy and error. Faith teaches
and adheres to the pure truth. He who adheres to the Scriptures
will find that they do not lie or deceive."90 "Scripture cannot
err."91 "The Scriptures have never erred."92 If Scripture seems
to err, it is our fault for not understanding it properly or yielding
to it.
The Holy Spirit has been blamed f~r not speaking correctly; He
speaks like a drunkard or a fool, He so mixes up things, and uses
wild, queer words and statements. But it is our fault, who have
not understood the language nor known the matter of the prophets. For it cannot be otherwise; the Holy Ghost is wise and makes
the prophets also wise. A wise man must be able to speak correctly; that holds true without fai1. 93

This statement of Luther indicates also that Scripture is infallibly
true in all its assertions, irrefragable. We need not test it with
reason, experience, or any other authority. Its utterances can
and ought to be accepted a priori. 94 This means taking our
reason captive. For the simple words of Scripture often seem to
be in opposition to science, evidence, and experience. "As the
Word says, so it must come to pass, although all the world, mind
and understanding, and all things are against it."95 And, of
course, it is because Scripture is the Word of God that it is
infallibly true. 96
The second aspect of inerrancy, namely, that Scripture cannot
contradict itself, is affirmed by Luther with equal vigor: "Scrip-
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ture agrees with itself everywhere."97 In fact "it is certain that
Scripture cannot disagree with itself."98 Only a foolish, coarse,
hardened hypocrite will find contradictions in Holy Writ. "It is
impossible that Scripture should contradict itself; it only appears
so to senseless and obstinate hypocrites."99 Luther's doctrine of
inerrancy at this point agrees with his catholic commitment to
the unity of Scripture and becomes along with the analogy of
Scripture, a fundamental hermeneutical rule. !f~cripture should,
/~dic.tj~~.<t_l!!_E2~t:,_ then ~~xeg~sis,_interp~~~,

'J \ ~nd !beolQ8!.zmg~~.!LsE~s-,«--<-

It was "all or nothing" for Luther as he carried out his
theological work and based his teaching on the inerrant word of
Scripture. To claim to have found even une error in Scripture
was blasphemy against God and against all of Scripture. "Whoever belies and blasphemes God in one word, or speaks as if it
were a trifling thing, he blasphemes God in everything, and
regards all blasphemy of God unimportant."loo This is Luther's
"domino theory" vis-a-vis the veracity of Scripture. Speaking
against the fanatics, who tended often to make light of the external word of Scripture, Luther says:
They do not believe that they [the words of Scripture] are God's
words. For if they believed they were God's words they would not
call them poor, miserable words but would regard such words
and titles as greater than the whole world and would fear and
tremble before them as before God Himself. For whoever despises
a single word of God does not regard any as important. lOl
Again Luther writes:
Whoever is so bold that he ventures to accuse God of fraud and
deception in a single word and does so willfully again and again
after he has been warned and instructed once or twice will
likewise certainly venture to accuse God offraud and deception in
all of His words. Therefore it is true, absolutely and without
exception, that everything is believed or nothing is believed. The
Holy Spirit does not suffer Himself to be separated or divided so
that He should teach and cause to be believed one doctrine
rightly and another falsely.lo2
CONCLUSIONS

What conclusions can we draw from this very cursory sketch
of the view of the Bible held by the church through the ages? We
have found a remarkable, essential agreement among the leading
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church fathers, t\:_a Scholastics, and the first Reformer in their
view toward the Bible-of its divine inspiration, authority, and
veracity. Only heretics ventured to reject the universal faith of
the church on these issues. We have found that through the
centuries, from the apostles to the Reformation, the belief that
Scripture was really and truly God's Word always entailed belief
also in the divine authority and inerrancy of Scripture. Scripture
is divinely authoritative and infallible just because it is God's
Word. Thus biblical evidence or exegesis specifically supporting
biblical authority or inerrancy is rarely explicitly offered, for
these divine properties were simply assumed to obtain in the case
of a divine Scripture. Throughout all these centuries the authority of Scripture in theological work and in the life of the church
was the prime c9-fl;cern. When Scripture speaks, God speaks.
Not much speculation was advanced concerning the nature of
inspiration, except to reject Platonic, Montanist, and other erroneous or exaggerated theories. It was always enough simply to
affirm Scripture's jyjne.. m:igin and its nature .<l~_Dod~s.au-~
th91itatiy~_ Word Again, the inerrancy of Scripflire as such was i I
(never given a great deal of attention or defended at length. This ; I
\ was unnecessary because it was simply assumed by all that for a
\~ognitive word to be authoritative in any meaningful sense it
ltzust be inerrant, inerrant in the sense that it always speaks the
truth. A simple correspondence idea of truth lies behind every
assertion concerning Scripture's reliability or truthfulness,,~o \
other idea could have occurred to the theologians arrd··churcIr+
leaders ofthis long era. The assertions of Scripture are true in the '
sense that they correspond to what has happened in history or
will happen in the future or to what simply obtains in regard to
God and all that is revealed in Scripture about Him and His
dealing with men.
Such an idea of truth also underlay the approach to Scripture
by those who used the allegorical method of interpretation or
sought a sensus plenior or a fourfold sense in Scripture; otherwise
why would they resort to such a program as they attempted to
find significance in verses that, on the surface, seemed trivial?
Although we find a remarkable unity concerning the divine
nature of Scripture during this long period of history, we discover also that such unity is no absolute safeguard against poor
exegesis, fanciful and wrong hermeneutics, false doctrine, and
controversy. Although we learn from history that a high view of
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Scripture is essential for good exegesis, it does- not guarantee
good exegesis. Not until the time of Luther was the sufficiency of
Scripture clearly enunciated and practiced consistently, although the divine authority of Scripture was always held. Not
until the Reformation did the idea of the Christocentricity of
Scripture amount to more than a kind of shibboleth. It was
rarely a working hermeneutical rule (drawn from Scripture) to
get at the intended (literal) sense of Scripture. And a high view of
Scripture does not necessarily lead to love of the Scriptures, a
desire to search them and live in them and by them.
But if this unity we have traced concerning the nature and
authority of the cognitive source of theology does not automatically lead to unity of doctrine in the church, it at least forms a
basis of discussion. During the first fifteen hundred years of
church history the common belief concerning the divine source of
Christian doctrine was certainly the greatest single factor in
making doctrinal discussion possible among Christians-and
also fruitful and at times successful. There was always the conviction within Christendom that pure doctrine was based on the
Scriptures, that it was a great blessing to the church, and that
unity in doctrine was possible. Today this is not the case. When
the divine origin, authority, and infallibility of Scripture is denied. or subverted, pure doctrine in the church becomes an impossibility and the very desire for it as the highest honor of God
and help for the proclamation of the gospel is considered naive or
even presumptuous.
We have learned many things from our brief study of the view
of the Bible held by the church through the ages, and perhaps
unlearned a few things. But the most important is the lesson that
the quality of theology in the church-and the church lives by its
theology-although it may descend below the level of its view of
Scripture, will rarely rise above it.

